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This guide will tell you an easy way to share your DVD video on to video sharing websites like You
Tube, Flickr, Tudou, Youku. Here you just need two software, BlazeVideo DVD Copy and VideoFlick.

BlazeVideo DVD Copy is a DVD copy software for you to rip your DVD to you computer hard drive,
if you just want to make a backup of the DVD, you can rip it to your DVD in 1:1 copy mood, this
mood will let you keep every thing for your DVD; if you just want to upload it to You Tube, then copy
you DVD to FLV format is fine, and you choose the resoluter you prefer, that depends on you, the
higher resolution, the better video quality.

VideoFlick is a package of video tools, it is a all in one video capture from video recording devices,
video editor, video clip, video merge, video converter, video burn to DVD and video sharing
software, here, we just need the function of video sharing, it can upload video to You Tube, Flickr,
Tudou, Youku quick and easy, and it can also send video, photo, or music to your friends and family
members via Email.

Two steps to go:

1, Copy DVD to your hard drive in .flv format(most online web service support .flv format) by using
BlazeVideo DVD Copy;

2, Upload it to You Tube with VideoFlick.

Software download link:

BlazeVideo DVD Copy download

VideoFlick download
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Desiree - About Author:

I am a professional author to introduce the products about PC optimizer, computer maintenance,
computing tips and how-to, etc..I'd like to share the newly information to everyone. 
Welcome to visit a http://www.blazevideo.com/
We are looking forward to doing business with you.
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